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1. 

This invention relates to siding for houses or 
the like and refers to a new siding structure 
wherein the common form of tapered wood Sid 
ing is replaced by a synthetic wood or wood Sub 
Stitute in thin fiat Sections. 

It is common knowledge that clear high grade 
wood is increasingly hard to obtain and its cost 
is becoming prohibitive. This is particularly 
true of siding which requires a very high quality 
clear wood, and the need for a new siding struc 
ture is, therefore, acute. 
At the same time, thin flat Substitutes are not 

acceptable as siding because they change the 
general outward appearance from that obtained 
by the shadow and line appearance created by 
the edgelift of tapered siding and Substitute a 
flat appearance that is not acceptable to the con 
ventionally minded public. 
Although I contemplate using a thin Substi 

tute wood siding in a form that will simulate 
the outward appearance of conventional wood 
siding, it must be understood that this substi 
tute structure must in all ways replace in an. 
equal or superior manner both the strength and 
appearance of the conventional wood siding. 
As, for example, it must not be dented by ex 
traneous blows of any kind and the siding must 
maintain its flat siding appearance. It must 
easily resist the blows of a bouncing ball such 
as children sometimes play with against a wall 
siding and in all other ways it must be equal to 
the conventional wood siding. 

In wood substitutes such as plastic bound 
pressed wood, such as the well known Masonite 
and similar thin synthetic boards of relatively 
high cost, it will be appreciated that the eco 
nomic use of this high cost material requires 
that a large percentage of the board must be 
used as exposed siding adequately sealed and a 
minimum of the board should be used for lap 
ping as in conventional structures. 

I propose to use a wide variety of wood substi 
tutes employing natural and synthetic resins in 
cluding the synthetic rubber group of Such res 
ins. Naturally, in order to reduce the cost of 
the synthetic board I will employ fillers which 
will encompass a wide variety of filler materials. 
Almost all fibrous materials may be employed, 
including wood fibre, straw, corn stalks, bagasse, 
asbestos, cotton linters and so forth. The fil 
ers may also include mineral fillers such as mag 
nesium calcined gypsum and other similar min 
erals commonly used in plaster boards and the 
like. 

It will be well understood and appreciated that 
thin plastic bound synthetic wood substitute 
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boards Such as I contemplate using will not take 
nails easily and permit erection like convention 
a wood Siding. The corollary fact is that ade 
quate, effective and rapid nailing or other prac 
tical fastening means must be employed. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is to provide a structure to employ relatively 
thin Wood-Substitute boards that will simulate 
the appearance of conventional wood siding. 
Another object is to provide a siding structure 

employing thin Substitute boards wherein the 
face of the boards are largely exposed by utiliz 
ing a minimum of Sealing lap. 
Another object is to provide a siding struc 

ture wherein the accuracy of alignment of the 
Siding is controlled by the lap structure. 
A still further object is to provide a siding 

structure utilizing wood substitute boards where 
in the siding may be erected with a minimum of 
cost and labor. 
Other objectS and benefits will be disclosed in 

the following descriptions and drawings in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective elevational view partly 
5 in CrOSS Section of my siding applied to the side 
wall of a house or the like, employing a filler 
Strip for nailing butt joints, as will later be ex 
plained; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary cross sec 
tion elevational view of the Siding structure 
shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary cross Sec 
tional view of another form of my siding struc 
ture employing a metal lift with a concealed nail 
through the underlap section of the siding; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary CrOSS Sec 
tional view of another form of siding structure 
with a concealed nail through the metal lift Only 
and employing the serrated lanced device which 
will later be explained; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged cross Section elevational 
view of another form of siding structure employ 
ing a lanced retaining device through a saw cut 
in the lower section of the siding as will later be 
explained; 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the metal lift 
employed in the siding structure shown in Fig. 3; 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the metal lift 
employed in the structure shown in Fig. 4; and 

Fig. 8 is a similar perspective view of the metal 
lift structure shown in Fig. 5. 
Now referring to the dra Wings and at the outset 

to Fig. 1, I show my siding structure applied to 
the siding of a house structure wherein. A repre 
sents conventional studding like 2 x 4's, B repre 
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sents the outside wood sheathing (or insulating 
boards which require nailing into the studding) 
and C represents the insulating paper cover ap 
plied in the usual manner. The substitute siding 
for building construction of the present invention 
comprises a plurality of siding members 0 with 
each siding having a wood molding secured 
thereto and arranged for nailing to the Wall 
sheathing of a building. The molding l í is se 
cured to the individual siding members along 
the lower edges thereof, and each molding piece 

has an inner offset a which will face the side 
of the building and which will provide means to 
accurately align each successive siding strip upon 
the previous siding strip that has already been 
secured to the building sheathing. As best illus 
trated in Figs. 1 and 2, the upper siding members 
are designated as Ou, while the lower side Strips 
are designated as Oil, and as best seen in Fig. 2, 
each adjacent joining structure of the Successive 
sidings í 0 are secured at the molding line f i by 
means of nails 2 as indicated in Fig. 1. With the 
offset if a., a minimum of lap of the siding mem 
bers to may be secured since the Offset a can 
be of such a depth to secure a predetermined 
overlap between the side strips í0u and í ll, and 
the molding fl acts as a vertical spacing and sup 
porting member to secure the proper overlap by 
acting as a templet which also establishes the 
proper horizontal alignment of the respective 
siding strips O. 
Now referring to Fig. 2, I desire to explain that 

my molding member is normally fastened to 
the edge t-u of the siding member 0 by nails 
f3 which naturally would be machine driven. As 
an optional structure, I may prefer to fasten the 
molding on the edge -u of the Siding by gluing 
or in Some instances I may prefer to Stitch the 
members together by the conventional Bostitch 
stitching method well understood in the art. A 
towever, it will be understood and appreciated 
that the molding member provides an adequate 
support that is secured accurately in place on the 
siding section 0-24 and that to all intents and 
purposes this is a unitary structure of the two : 
pieces Q and f f. I have heretofore explained 
that it is very difficult to nail through some thin 
synthetic wood substitute siding, and f, therefore, 
may desire to have spaced holes 4 drilled through 
the siding f O and the molding in older to pro 
vide a well supported nailing structure that will 
permit nails 2 as shown in Fig. 1 to be driven 
securely in place through the hole 4 and through 
the upper end of the siding Section fo-l. Al 
though it may not be necessary in most combina- 5 
tions of synthetic siding, the hole f4 facilitates 
nailing and supports the nail through the driving 
operation when it is driven through the siding 
section (O-l and into the sheeting B. 
Again referring to Fig. it, I show a perspective 

view of the structure shown in Fig. 2 which Well 
explains the location of the holes 4 and the nail 
elements 3 to provide a unitary structure as here 
tofore described. I also desire to call attention 
to the butt siding joint shown in Fig. 1; under 
the butt joint I insert a wedge D to which the 
butt ends of the siding are securely nailed. This 
not only supports the siding but effectively seals 
the openings under the siding. I also desire to ex 
plain that I use metal corner covers to protect 
the edge joints in the conventional manner. 
Now referring to Fig. 3, Eshow another form of 

siding structure wherein I employ a sheet metal 
supporting molding 8. This molding 8 may be 
made of aluminum or steel and a relatively thin 
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Section will suffice to provide optimum strength. 
In the edge of the Siding Section O-l. I have in 
Serted a narrow saw cut 6 to fit the extending 
leg of the molding 8 as shown. Thus the 
side section 0-1 is securely carried in proper 
vertical relationship to the adjacent lower siding 
section and when it is observed that the upper 
end of section -l is secured as shown in the 
drawing, it will be appreciated that the molding 
8 securely fastens the siding sections together. 
Molding f8 is applied by the inner angle section 
9 of the molding 8 and the nail 2? through hole 
20 as shown. It will be appreciated that this nail 
may be rather short and stiff and therefore it 
facilitates sturdy nailing of the siding member 
0-i to the sheating. It will be appreciated that 
when this nailing operation is performed, the 
upper Siding section 0-u will not have been in 
place and, therefore, the nail 2 is exposed to 
convenient and effective nailing. It Will also be 
observed that after the upper siding section -at 
is set into place by means of the slot f6 engaging 
the supporting section that the nail is entirely 
Concealed and that, therefore, the thin Wood sub 
stitute Siding Sections are free and clear of all 
exposed nails and fastenings. 

Fig. 6 clearly shows the relationship of the holes 
20 for the nails 2 f which are here clearly exposed 
to view with both siding sections removed. 
Now referring to Fig. 4, this structure is like 

the Structure described in Fig. 3. We have the 
edge slot 6 in the upper siding section 3-il with 
an angle flange T inserted therein for support. 
However, the lower retaining section 9 of the 
molding f 8 has an offset nailing tab 22 om its 
end. By inserting the nail 24 through the hole 23 
in the nailing tab 22, the section 9 can be securely 
driven down against the lower siding section 
.8-i as Will be well understood by consideration 
of Fig. 4. However, in order to better secure the 
lover Side Section e-l in place, I have provided 
a sharp lanced or struck out deformation 25 hav 
ing inwardly extending teeth as clearly shown in 
Fig. 4. When the nail 24 is secured in place, 
the teeth in the lanced hole 25 will bite into the 
siding Section 9-i to more securely fasten it 
in position. However, it will be understood that 
when the molding 8 is nailed in place, the sid 
ing Sections fo are secured between the saw cut 
6 supported on the angle flange T and the angle 

Support 22 on the molding f8. In Fig. 4 I show 
the relationship between the holes 23 and the 
nails 2 and the lanced holding device 25. It 
Will be appreciated that after the structure is 
in place, a hammer blow above the teeth of the 
lanced opening 25 will drive the teeth into the 
Section 0-l of the siding to better secure its 
parts. in fixed relationship. 
Now referring to Fig. 5 I show a structure simi 

lar to that shown in Fig. 4. except that along the 
lower edge of the siding 9-l. I have inserted a 
Saw cut 27 and in the adjacent section is of 
the a9lding 8 I have struck out a retainer fidange 
26 which is inserted in the cut 27 as clearly shown 
in Figs. 5 and 8. As will be well understood and 
appreciated, the angle flange 26 in the Section 
9 of the molding to will secure the lower edge 
of the thin siding e-l, in place. It Will also 
he observed that the nail 24 through the hole 23 in the nailing tab. 22 is entirely exposed dur. 
ing the nailing operation but is completely con 
ead. When the siding, section C-u is placed 

??? flange T in the slot 6 as shown. 
rota the above drawings and description it 

will be appreciated that I have ??? 
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providing means to snugly receive the next suc 
ceeding upper edge portion of the adjacent lower 
panel to position the molding attached end of 
the upper panel in a given vertical overlapping 
relation with respect to said lower panel. 

9. A siding structure comprising a supporting 
wall, and a plurality of face boards arranged in 
Overlapping courses one above the other, each 
of said face boards comprising a panel, and 
means carried along one edge of said panel to 
tilt each panel at a given angle in relation to 
said supporting wall and to position adjacent 
panel ends in predetermined overlapping rela 
tion with respect to each other, said means Com 
prising a molding connected with said one edge 
of the wall facing surface portion of Said panel 
and arranged for bodily contact with said Sup 
porting wall to space the Connected panel Out 
wardly from said wall, with the other opposite 
edge of said panel having direct contact with 
said supporting wall, and Said molding having 
a recess therein formed to a given vertical depth 
and arranged for Snug engagement with the next 
succeeding upper edge portion of the adjacent 
lower panel to position the molding attached end 
of the upper panel in a given vertical overlap 
ping relation with respect to said lower panel, 
said molding having the bottom Surface portion 
thereof extending contiguous with the lower edge 
of said connected panel and terminating at said 
recess to meet the surface of Said lower panel. 

10. A siding structure comprising a support 
ing wall, a face board, and a molding connected 
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with a predetermined portion of said board, said 
molding comprising a spacer having opposite 
side portions thereof arranged with one side 
portion secured to said board and with the other 
side portion abutting the supporting wall re 
spectively, an undercut in said spacer in the 
side portion disposed in abutting contact with 
the supporting wall engaging portion of said 
spacer, said spacer undercut being constructed 
of a width and depth to provide gauge means 
to bodily mount said spacer in a predetermined 
vertical overlapping relationship with respect to 
a lower and prior attached face board secured 
to said supporting wall to support the connected 
Succeeding face board thereon, and Said spacer 
having a lower terminal surface portion thereon 
positioned and arranged to extend in contiguous 
flush relation from the adjacent face board edge 
and to the undercut portion of the spacer to 
terminate at the adjacent exposed surface of the 
lower attached face board. 

OTTO WAHLFELD. 
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